
Electronics for the Information Age
What's new and exciting in Information Electronics? You'll find it at RadioShack. We stock the name brands that set industry standards.

Plus, our knowledgeable sales people will answer your questions about these new electronic marvels and help you make the right choice.

Today's palmtops do the work of your desktop computer!
Palmtops are powerful multitasking computers that boast most
of the features found on desktop PCs. We carry three industry
leaders in palmtops-Cassiopeia ® (page 274), Psion ® (page
272) and Zaurus' (page 273). All of them feature built-in
Windows® -compatible programs for word-processing,
spreadsheets, database, and agenda managers. You can
download your desktop PC's working files and take them
with you when you leave the office. Edit the files, delete
them, even start new ones; and when you return to
the office, upload them again, usually with just the
click of an icon.

All three share the features listed above, but each
has distinctive strengths. There are excellent reasons
why you might select one model over the other competing mod-
els. One thing that makes them so different is the various optional add-ons
and third -party communication services you can add to the basic palmtop. Like sending an
e-mail message to your office while you're riding in a taxi; accessing the computer in your
Chicago office from a hotel room in New York; sending and receiving 2 -way wireless pages;
having access to stock market information 24 hours a day.

Visit your nearby RadioShack and learn about these new technological marvels for yourself. Our
trained experts will show you what they can do for you!

Information products-we have them all!
RadioShack is the SUPERSTORE of calculators,
organizers, palmtop computers, translators...

Just ask-we've got it (or we can get it!) ---

 Personal Data Assistants (PDAs)  Handheld Personal Computers (HPCs)
 Scientific calculators  Reference books  Graphing calculators
 Thesauruses  Multimedia computers  Business and financial calculators
 Electronic organizers with Caller ID  Organizers with Pager ID feature
 Spell checkers  Office printing calculators  Specialty calculators
 Electronic Bibles  Crossword puzzle solvers  Pocket calculators
 Dictionaries  Electronic diaries  Speaking language dictionaries
 Laptop computers  .. . and lots more
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If what you're looking for isn't in our store, it's almost sure toRadioShack be available through RadioShack Unlimited. We can order it for
Unlimited you, for fast shipment direct to your door.

fIDS
Organizers
Expanded Entry-Each record can contain up
to 75 or more characters and digits-input names,
phone/fax numbers, addresses, other data. Some
even take several hundred characters/digits. Usu-
ally 3 feature found in more powerful organizers.

Pager ID-Super handy organizer feature if you
use 3 pager. Enter the phone number displayed on
your pager. The organizer searches memory and
displays the name of the caller if the name and
number are stored in the directory's files.

PDA, HPC & laptop
computers
Connectivity-The ability of computers to be
connected to share access to data files and appli-
cations. In some cases, access can extend to the
point where one computer has remote control of
another. Connections between computers can be
by cable, phone line, invisible infrared beam or by
wiredessly transmitted radio signals.

Cradle-A device that holds a palmtop or laptop
computer and provides a way of connecting the
mobile computer to a desktop PC and accessories.
Connection is usually made through a cable or
wirelessly via an infrared beam.

HPC (Handheld Personal Computer)-A
palmtop computer that uses the Windows CE op-
erat7ng system.

PDA (Personal Data Assistant)-A palmtop
computer. As the name palmtop suggests, this
clay; of computers is smaller than laptops.

Synchronization-A software function that
shares data between a laptop or PDA/HPC palm-
top computer and a desktop computer. Files in
both computers wind up with identical data within
the application which the two computers share.

Solid State Disks (SSDs)-Accessory integrated
chip that performs several functions for palmtop
computers-increases memory; acts like a floppy
disk in a PC; provides a way to insert and/or use
application programs.

Scientific Calculators
Mantissa/Exponent-Scientific notation
used to display very large and very small numbers.
Long numbers are split into two parts. The man-
tissa portion holds significant digits, the exponent
tells you how many places to move the decimal.
For example, 25,863,200,000,000 would be
shortened to 2.58632x10's in scientific notation.
2.58632 is the mantissa, 13 is the exponent.

Electronic Reference Tools
Phonetic Spelling Correction-You type a
wohd the way it sounds into the electronic spell
checker or dictionary. Your spelling is either con-
firmed or the correct spelling is displayed.
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